Introduction
My impetus for writing this article came from an observation of semiotic activity: riding on the wave of a major, or even minor, event, there is usually a flurry of media articles. These texts which are specific to a particular situation, prompt a change in the semiotic environment and usher in a period during which the focus of culture (culture as a semiotised reality in Jury M. Lotman's understanding (Lotman 1990 )) will be targeted at the event itself or its In view of the changes in semiosis which were triggered by these events we witness two important features. First of all, the sign whistleblower has acquired quite a serious profile. It was formed from the phraseological unit to blow the whistle on whose meaning was based on a cognitive frame: somebody makes a lot of noise in order to attract everybody's attention to something or somebody. The one who blows the whistle is obviously a positively loaded figure on the axiological axis because he or she puts a stop to some unlawful activity. In its original context the whistle was blown by a policeman or referee, so the agent of the action becomes, a fortiori, as a 'good guy', a good figure acting in the public interest and safety. Compare the dictionary definitions of 'whistle-blower': Longman dictionary -someone who tells people in authority or the public about dishonest or illegal practices at the place where they work; Collins dictionary -a person who informs on someone or puts a stop to something, to blow the whistle on -to expose (wrongdoing or wrongdoers)).
The cognitive scenario which has developed this sign gives us knowledge of a stereotypical situation of whistle-blowing and can be described as follows:
the whistle-blower -the one who blows the whistle on something or somebody (the characteristics -he or she is good, neither money nor self interest but public safety and public interest motivated this action); those who are informed -the general public, the authorities (the characteristics -they are oblivious of something important happening; without the whistleblower they wouldn't be aware of some serious wrongdoing or conspiracy); the instrument of information -the technologically mediated environment -the internet, the mass media; the information -this might be of a very intimate nature but is believed by the whistleblower to be deserved of public interest (in conclusion, the whistleblower judges 'bad' from 'good' and takes the risk if his system of values is in discord with the one existing in the general consensus of the moment); the implications of activity -the whistleblower has complicated relations with the authorities, he or she may be harassed by them if they are trying to conceal the information or prevent it from entering the public domain (the way Bradley Manning was sentenced and treated in prison; Julian Assange who is taking refuge in the embassy of Ecuador; Aaron Swartz took his own life facing multiple felony charges -if convicted he could have gone to jail for thirty-five years, and owed over a million dollars in fines). information of a private nature, which has long been considered inviolable, now can be accepted and acknowledged to be made public in the public interest.
After being hotly discussed for a few days and still sending shockwaves through the semiosis, the topic of Julian Assange was dropped in December in the UK mass media only to be replaced by a new one. That new period was marked with a change in headline news both on the front pages and in broadcast news programmes; a fresh discourse began which could be dubbed "Snow disruption in the runup to Christmas" and a number of words which were reiterated in the media -the closure of However, while reflecting one important aspect of the content I intend to be contained within the term "Time of Culture" -a special cast of mind, a mode of thinking projected onto a certain object which embodies a particular cultural period and defines it -Zeitgeist in its original meaning refers to epochs in social history and doesn't' suit our research purposes. We aim to set more narrow boundaries and limit the term a "Time of Culture" to the semiotic activity provoked by a certain event. The importance of describing the semiotic context in which the text is embedded is also reflected in the term introduced by M. A. K. Halliday -"field" (Halliday 2002; .
Along with two other semiotic parameters of the context in which the discourse is located "tenor" and "mode", "field" provides a starting point for characterising the situation and moving from the situation to the text: "field is the social action:
that which is 'going on', and has recognizable meaning in the social system; typically field is a complex of acts in some ordered configuration, and in which the text is playing some part" (Halliday 2006b: 54) . 3) on a more concrete note they point the finger at the government and its failures: to create a national database of the mentally ill, and prosecute those who illegally possess guns, and eventually to protect the children. Pic. 4. Pic. 5 shall not be infringed" (Fig. 2; Fig. 3 ). It is a very interesting realisation of freedom which is still to be researched within American discourse.
A Time of Culture is a structure of semiosis that distinguishes this period from another by such markers as intentionality and A universal feature of the key terms is that they effectively summarise the ideological spirit of this particular Time of Culture. And when I say "ideological" I mean the hierarchy of both the ideas that evolve naturally, on the spur of the moment (e.g. "terrorist violence has proved to be a part of our life", "we have to confront terrorism") and the ideas that are exerted from the discourse of power ("we have to show the world the true value of freedom", "we have to declare war to terror on its territory").
As The macroproposition of the discourse is obvious: "we need to avoid defaulting on our debt", "we have budget deficit problems", "we have a massive debt that has to be repaid". One of the key elements in the discourse matrix is the term "spending cuts": "The government is forced into tax increases and spending cuts to avoid economic turmoil and the collapse of the financial system".
The intentionality is something which we have to look very thoroughly at. If we compare the two discourses produced by the two opposing parties in Parliament -the Conservative party and the Labour party, we will be convinced that intentionality is where political battles take place in reality. The intentionality that the discourse experts of the party in government are trying to maintain is "costing too much to the economy", "sweeping changes are needed", "difficult decisions to take", "no easy solutions", It is important for discourse to penetrate the public domain and be accepted as personal, not imposed from above, by generating it with the intentionality of the social community, or as communications experts call it -keeping in touch with the public and following public opinion. The intentionality might become a stone over which the producer of discourse might stumble. If a discourse expert manages to direct intentionality in the right way, and sustain it, the discourse is destined to be a success, and vice-versa.
Discourse that is produced effectively is accepted as well as the cluster of values it contains. On the other hand, ineffectively produced discourse risks being rejected, which will be disastrous for the producers if they are a party in power. I claim that a discourse expert has to have a good awareness of the Time of Culture and the principles of concordance with it when creating a certain discourse. Культуры, дух времени, анализ дискурса, поле, хронотоп, интенциональность, интерпретанта, Дж. Ассандж, эра строгой экономии, Б. Обама, Национальная стрелковая ассоциация, трагедия в школе штата Коннектикут, Эйприл Джоунс, зомби. 
